
Traditional 

HPC = Highest Previous Contribution [lifetime]

LGA = Largest Gift Amount [lifetime]

MRC = Most Recent Contribution 

Ask / Multiplier 1 1.5 2 Other $_____

HPC $45 $68 $90 As much as I can give $_______

MRC $20 $30 $40 As much as I can give $_______

Upgrade

Worth the Work

Special Development

Immediate Upgrade

Most likely to upgrade to your mid-level program.  

More aggressive ask or 'flat' ask on invitation 

package.

Prime-time Plus

Major donor prospects.  Should be qualified by a 

MGO and stewarded through high touch 

engagement.

Aggressive Ask 1.5 1.75 2.25

HPC  =  $45 $68 $118 $203

MRC = $20 $30 $53 $90

Aggressive Ask 1.75 2.25 3

HPC  =  $45 $79 $152 $270

MRC = $20 $35 $68 $120

The next most popular amount to base the ask off of is the most recent gift.

Fundraising A$k Strategies

Lower dollar donors.  More aggressive ask build [see 

example below]

A traditional ask string has three suggested amounts plus a 'blank' or generic fourth ask.  Below are examples of 

different ask strings.

How much should we ask our donors for?

More than 50% of ask strings are built upon a donor's highest lifetime gift amount.  The largest singular gift a donor has 

ever given.  This amount has many labels.  The two most popular names for this gift amount are: 

The objective of upgrading is to maximize donor value by increasing average gift.  Not all donors should be asked to 

upgrade. Using DonorScores™ identify donors most likely to upgrade.  There are four different clusters that should be 

upgraded:

Your donors most likely 
to upgrade have been 
identified.  We're here to 
help you download the 
IDs needed to implement 
this ask strategy.

More aggressive ask strings 
should be timed with the your 
best performing campaigns 
and only targeted to the 
donor clusters mentioned 
above.  These are the 
donors most likely to 
upgrade.
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Tactics and Techniques

ANCHORING 

Traditional Ask $45 $68 $90 As much as I can give $_______

Anchoring $68 $118 $203 As much as I can give $_______

SOCIAL 

PROOF

Call outs $45 $68 $90 As much as I can give $_______

DECOY

Traditional Ask 45$               68$                  90$               As much as I can give $_______

Decoy 45$               83$                  90$               As much as I can give $_______

Other techniques

5 Asks Try using 5 amounts instead of 3.  This is called the 'French ask'. 

No Signs Some suggest leaving off the currency symbol increases response rate.

OptimizedAsk™ DonorTrends will provided suggested ask amounts, depending on your goals.

Don't Round There's something in a 9.  Try not rounding your ask strings.  

Amounts Other amounts used to build ask strings include: 

24 month HPC

Median gift

Mode gift

75% HPC

When presented with choices in a different order, a person's decision will change.  A decoy is adding a third 

(similar but less attractive) option to the ask string to influence the donor's decision to a higher gift amount. 

The Art of Asking and the Science of Behavior can be combined to influence response and / or average gift.  Below are 

a few tactics used to influence donor behavior.

During decision making, anchoring occurs when individuals use an initial piece of information to make 

subsequent judgments.  Setting the first ask at a higher level [like the examples in the 'upgrade' section], will 

set the donor's expectations for the higher asks in the string.

People will conform in order to be liked by others. Following what others do is natural in our way of being.  

On a reply device, fundraisers can demonstrate this through call-outs or testimonials from other donors.

Your neighbor, Dorothy P., gave a 

gift in this amount.
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